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We have reported chemosensors built by sugar-aza-crown derivatives 
(furanoid-based) with pyrene or anthracene fluorophores in previous 
works. They have high selectivity toward heavy metal ions among a 
series metal ion tested. Herein, based on previous building blocks 
(metal-chelated chemosensors) we exploit to design and synthesize some 
types of allosteric sensors by adding the boronic acid moiety to 
above-mentioned chemosensors. Such system should be useful as a 
metal-controllable saccharide receptor or a saccharide-controllable metal 
receptor and act as a novel allosteric saccharide recognition system. The 
information of saccharide binding with specific groups of sensors can be 
obtained by analysis of changes in fluorescence and circular dichroism 
(CD) spectra. Meanwhile, the information of metal ions binding with 
another part of sensors can be observed by fluorescence spectra and NMR 
titration. 
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